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world. Clear distinction of the subject enabled the modern civilization. However, a lot of problem is caused 
by it. Kokubun concludes that to overcome the problem caused by the modernity the middle voice should be 
reevaluated.
4. Lesson of the Environmental Subjectivity in the Epoch of the Anthropocene
In the environmental studies, the revision of subjectivity is necessitated. Especially a keen demand for 
alternative environmental narrative exists. Newly emerging geological term, the Anthropocene, requires a new 
perspective on the long past of more than 4.6 billion years which covers not only the human history but also the 
entire process of evolution and development of the globe. History is a process which is made by humanity under 
their subjectivity, but evolution and development of the earth system is a mere process of becoming. How do we 
narrate this long past? The emergence of the Anthropocene concept reflects critical situation of human/ nature 
relationship and it needs alternative view on the subject of the Earth; this is an ambiguous condition and to 
grasp this ambiguity, the revision of passive/active divide might play a key role. To re-define it as a new concept 
of environmental subjectivity might contribute to solve this contemporary environmental problem.
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tamerai, when he/ she is asked to participate in the environmental activity like natural conservation. Although 
to conserve nature is good deed for them, they often hesitate to commit it from head to foot, because natural 
conservation or sustainable development and keeping life quality high seems to be incompatible. “I understand 
the importance of it, but… .” They often say. With saying so, they would like to commit. Such commitment 
with hesitation is the commitment in half body. Hayashi argues that such tendency is a typical phenomenon 
observed in Japanese society.
The third term makikomare is discussed by Masahiro Terada5. Terada discovered this term in the description 
of the anthropologist of natural disaster6 and the anthropologist of regional development7. Both are involved 
into the vortex of problem; Luzon island, Philippine, the place of field work of the former was hit by the 
huge volcanic explosion of Mt. Pinatubo and the latter who did not intend to do field work of developmental 
anthropology was invited by local people into their activity. In their books they describe their commitment as 
makikomare, which means “being involved without intention”. For them, what they did is not the result of their 
will, but a consequence of the matter of process.
What common in those three terms is the blurred subjectivity. When those terms are said, who did it and 
who decides it is not so clear; distinction between active and passive is clouded. This ambiguity is one of a 
characteristics of Japanese environmental subjectivity represented in Japanese language. 
3. Problem of the Voice of Middle
As for the voice of active and passive, Koichiro Kokubun, philosopher and specialist of Spinoza and Derrida, 
inquires the meaning of the ambiguity between those two and re-introduces the voice of middle8. He found 
that in the practice of psychiatry, patient often says that he/she did not intend to do so, but he/she had to do so. 
To interpret such kind of loss of subject, the clear distinction between active and passive should be revised, he 
says. Instead of active/passive-divide, he features the concept of middle voice, which existed in classical Greek 
and Latin, but extinguished during the course of time in European modern language. In the middle voice, “subject 
is constructed as a subject in the process which the verb represents9.” It is the process in which subject becomes 
its subject, namely subject exists inside the process of subject's becoming subject. The voice of middle and the 
voice of active was a pair in ancient time, and, at the time, distinction between the two was measured not by 
the criteria of “do and to be done”, but by where does the process proceed, i.e. whether the process is transitive 
or intransitive. In ancient time, the will and responsibility diﬀer from those of today. But, the middle voice 






iBetween Active and Passive
Japanese Language and Environmental Subjectivity in the Epoch of the Anthropocene1
 Masahiro Terada
1. The “I” Constructed Culturally and Linguistically
The “I” is constructed. The “I” is constructed culturally. That the “I” is constructed culturally means that the 
“I” diﬀers from culture to culture. The culturally diﬀerently constructed “I” is represented in diﬀerent languages 
in diﬀerent ways. This paper is written in English but even the “I” in English diﬀers from place to place. The 
“I” is thought to be an equivalent to the “subject” in the place where influence of continental thought is strong, 
whereas in the places where American tradition is dominant the “I” is thought to be “self.”2 On the one hand, 
when we call the “I” the self, the term evokes collocations regarding self-determination, self-will, or free will, 
but, when we think the “I” as the subjectivity, on the other hand, it reminds us the term substance or object.
2. Who and What Made It?: Language and Ambiguous Japanese Environmental Subjectivity
Recently, in Japanese environmental studies, a new focus on culture, language, and subjectivity is emerging; 
the traditional term “hottokenai（ほっとけない）,” “tamerai（ためらい）,” and “makaikomare（巻き込まれ）” 
are given fresh meanings by various scholars.
Hottokenai is a term which was found by Naoki Kikuchi. In his book,3 whose theme is the adoptive 
governance of wild life management and which investigates the reintroduction work of wild stork vanished in 
1971, Kikuchi describes how local people take part in the activity of the revitalization of the specie. Being asked 
the reason why they participated in the action, local residents often say, “because hottokenai.” Hottokenai in 
Japanese consists of three̶or four̶words; “horu,” “toku (te+oku), ” and “nai.” It means literary that “I cannot 
leave it as it is,” or “I cannot leave it in trouble.” It is also translated as “it does not make me leave it as it is,” or “I 
was made to commit by it.” What most interesting is that the term hottokenai do not need the nominative. The 
phrase can be interpreted both in active and passive voice. Hence, when we hear this usage, the question of who 
does hottokenai, and what makes her/him hottokenai immediately emerges.
Similar term to hottokenai is tamerai, or hesitation. Kengo Hayashi argues the problematic of this word from 
view point of city planning or eco-friendly architecture4. According to Hayashi, Japanese people often say 
1　 This paper is presented at the research colloquium “Rethinking Environmental Praxis, Disciplinarity, and 
Subjectivity: New Perspectives on the Anthropocene in East Asia,” held in Research Institute for Humanity and Nature 
in Kyoto, Japan, on 15 February 2018.
2　[Johnson (ed.)2011]
3　[Kikuchi 2017]
4　[Hayashi 2017]
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